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this case) withdraw them from the purview of soience. Hence science
teems in such cases to defeat its own purpose. Its aim is to elicit as
much novelty as possible, to provide for study as much and as good
material as it can. But by prematurely insisting on the connexion of the
new with the old, it checks discovery. Hence a distinction would seem
to be suggested between the methods appropriate to discovery and those
by which, after discovery, the systematic validity of the new troths may
be exhibited. Thus a spiritist interpretation might conceivably have'
proved a better working method of bringing out 'Mile. Smith's' capa-
bilities, without being on that account accepted as the final explanation,
and it seems possible that if Prof. Flonmoy had treated it as more of an
alternative to his own and had refrained from so triumphantly showing
it to be totally unnecessary, he might have retained his position as his
medium's scientific director. But the personal questions which arise
in Buoh cases are usually extremely difficult, and we owe it no doubt to
Prof. Floumoy'B great tact that the co-operation of 'medium' and
professor endured so long.

F. C. 8. SCHUXIB.

L'Opinion r,t la Ferule. Par G. TABDB, de l'lnstitut, Professeur au
College de France. 1 vol. in-8o de la Bibliothlqw ile PkUosophie
Contemporaine. 6 fr. (F&lix Alcan, editeur), 1901. Pp. vii, SS6.

This volume includes three studies in " collective " or " social" psy-
chology—to use the current phrase—psychologie inttr-tpirilveUe being
the title by which the author himself would prefer to designate the
psychology of what is really the interaction of minds. They have all
appeared Defore, but as now put together for the first time they may
be said to form a continuous subject. In the first and main study (" le
public et la foule "), the special object of investigation is " the public "
as distinguished from " the crowd ". " The public " is \me foulc die
pvrste in which the interaction of minds has become an action at a
distance, and it is essentially a modern product created by modern
means of communication. The author sums up the general conclusion
of his study in the following passage :—

"J'incline a croire, malgre tout, que les profondes transformations
sociales que nous devons a la presse se sont faites dans le sens de
l'union et de la pacification finales. En se substituant ou en se super-
posant, comme nous l'avons vu, aux groupements plus anciens, les
groupements nouveaux, toujour* plus etendus et plus massifs, que nous
appelons les publics, ne font pas seulement sucoeder le regne de la
mode a celni de la coutume, 1'innovation a la tradition; ils remplaoent
aossi les divisions nettea et persistantes entre les multiples varietes de
l'association humaine avec leurs conflits sans fin, par une segmentation
incomplete et variable, aux limites indiotincts, en voie de perpetnel
renouvellement et de mutuelle penetration."

The second study (" Toptnion et la conversation ") treats ' opinion '
as the direct consequence of ' the public,' and ' conversation ' as the
most general and constant source of ' opinion'. In his study of ' con-
versation ' the author is conscious of creaking new ground, and of
working with insufficient data. He suggests that a complete history
of ' Conversation' would be a highly interesting document of social
science, and e\en contemplates the possibility of a science of 'com-
parative conversation,' to take its Ride by a science of comparative
religion, art, or industry. In the meantime Prof. Tarde's observations
on this topic, in spite of their tentative and unmethodical character, are
full of interest and suggestion.
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The last study ("la /pule et let sectcs criminelles") is on more
familiar ground. The writer distinguishes between different forms of
social groupings, from the 'crowd ' to the 'corporation,' in the widest
sense of the term ; emphasises the rdle of the meneur or conducteur, and
the inferiority of the crowd in intelligence and morality to the average of
its individual members ; analyses the comparative psychology or patho-
logy of crowds and criminal associations (such as Anarchists); and
accentuates throughout the complicitl du milieu in det crimes collectifs.

These studies are characterised throughout by the felicity of style
and handling that distinguishes the writings of their author. The essay
form is peculiarly appropriate to subjects of this kind, and Prof. Tarde
is a master of this form of writing : there is hardly a page which is not
lighted up by delicate observation and apt illustration. On the other
hand, they read perhaps more like a mosaic of interesting remarks
than the development of any single conception; and the remarks, as
might perhaps be expected, are of very unequal import and value:
some of them are only redeemed from triviality by their atmosphere,
others are very much like glimpses into the obvious, others again
deserve to be further developed. But regarded as essays or sketches
these studies are a model of sociological literature; and the genial
treatment of ' conversation' might well inspire quelque jeune travailleur
with If disir de combler cette (p-ande lacune.

SIDNEY BALL.

Patcal. Par Ac. HATZFKLD. Paris: Alcan, 1901. 8vo., pp. xil, 291.
Price 6 fr.

This is a new volume in the series Lei Grands Philosopher edited by the
Abbe* Piat. The author M. Hatifeld died soon after finishing his manu-
script, and before he could see his book through the press—a task which
has been fulfilled by M. Piat. Lieut. Perrier discusses, in the third
part of the work, the scientific achievements of Pascal

The divided authorship answers to the two chief phases of Pascal's
career as a scientific investigator, and as a religious enthusiast. Bat
there is an interesting difference in the attitudes of the two authors,
M. Hat*feld inclines a little to the hagiologist who conducts his subject'
along a predestined path to the haven of orthodoxy. To Lieut.
Perrier Pascal reveals the frailties which are found even in men of science
and philosophers. I will confess that it was a relief to turn from the
somewhat fervid pages which deal with Pascal's religious history, and to
trace the amiable weaknesses which he displayed in hu dealings with some
of his contemporaries such as Torrioelli and Copernicus (pp. 181, 178,
190). But so far was Pascal from being blameless in the conduct even
of his religious life, that on one occasion he descended to the part of a
common informer, and was the means of bringing a thinker named
Forton, before the court of the Archbishop of Rouen, on a charge of
heterodoxy. I do not presume to say whether Pascal in so doing approved
himanlf a good Catholic, but the incident is somewhat jarring in the life
of a philosopher. M. Hatifeld mentions this episode without condem-
nation or even apology (p. 19).

Having said thus much, I can go on to praise unreservedly the Gallic
clearness and brilliance of his style, qualities so rarely found in the
historian of philosophy, yet surely to be required from every one who
writes about Pascal And let not the objection be raised that style is a
matter of literature, rather than of philosophy. Pascal's masterly
fragment De PEsprit Gionttrique shows how closely, in his mind,
thought and expression ran together.
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